Abstract-Given a Bayesian network of discrete random variables with a hyper-Dirichlet prior, a method is proposed for assigning Dirichlet priors to the conditional probabilities of structurally different networks. It defines a distance measure between priors which is to be minimized for the assignment process. Intuitively one would expect that if two models' priors are to qualify as being 'close' in some sense, then their posteriors should also be nearby after an observation. However one does not know in advance what will be observed next. Thus we are led to propose an expectation of Kullback-Leibler distances over all possible next observations to define a measure of distance between priors. In conjunction with the additional assumptions of globaland local independence of the parameters [15], a number of theorems emerge which are usually taken as reasonable assumptions in the Bayesian network literature. The method is compared to the 'expansion and contraction' algorithm of [14], and is also contrasted with the results obtained in [7] who employ the additional assumption of likelihood equivalence which is not made here. A simple example illustrates the technique.
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INTRODUCTION
FFICIENT algorithms for the analysis of fully specified E Bayesian networks of discrete random variables are now well established 1111, 191, [14] and current research is focused on the problem of learning graphical structure and/or probabilities from data. For the case in which a structure is known or fixed, one can introduce imprecision into the conditional probabilities. This makes it possible to learn about the probabilities by an analysis of cases in a database. As data accumulate each individual case can be used, by means of standard Bayesian techniques, to revise the parameter values that will be used to process the next case [151, [131, [71. Spiegelhalter and Lauritzen [ 151 consider the conditional probabilities of the system as being generated by parameters 8., which are components of an overall parametrization 0. In this paper we retain their two simplifying assumptions of global and local independence of the parameters. The former assumes that the parameters of different variables are independent, the latter further assumes that independent parameters are assigned to the different parent configurations of each variable. Spiegelhalter and Lauritzen [15] show that with complete data the updating can be performed locally while preserving the global and local independence properties.
For Bayesian networks of discrete random variables they consider a hyper-Dirichlet prior such that, for each particular parent configuration "; of U, p (v In; , 8 can think of the a, as representing counts of past cases Science, and Statistics, City University, London. E-mail: rgc@city.ac.uk. Manuscript received Nov. 18, 1994; revised Apr. 10, 1996 which are stored as a summary of our experience, with a = a, the current 'precision' underlying our beliefs concerning 8 . the higher the precision, the more certain we are.
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To analyze the next case one uses the expectation: This updating scheme, with some approximations for incomplete data, has been applied to compare structurally different discrete models for their predictive performance [3], 141, [131, [14] . In [13] and [14] a network structure representing a medical problem together with imprecise conditional probabilities were elicited from an expert. The performance of this model was compared to alternative hypothetical networks. This raised the following general problem: Given a Bayesian network model P with a hyper-Dirichlet prior, how can one assign a prior to an alternative and structurally different Bayesian network Q for which no probabilities are given. It would be unfeasible to go back to the expert to provide priors for every structurally different model one wished to consider. This problem is especially acute for examining large numbers of alternative models, perhaps through a computer automated model search procedure. Thus some algorithm for assigning priors to alternative models is required. However in order to perform a fair comparison of the two models against a database the algorithm should produce a prior of Q close in some sense to that of P, so that differences in the predictive abilities of the models arising from them in analyzing a database reflect on the differences of their structure rather than differences arising from a poor assignment of priors. Spiegelhalter et al. [141 proposed the following simple method for constructing a suitable match which they called expansion and contraction. Suppose a variable v has parent set n, in a model P and parent set pv in a model Q.
Using evidence propagation in P it is straightforward to find the expectation p(vIp,); this is assigned to the equivalent expected conditional probability in Q, thus:
. Now let n pv = I, %\ I = 0 and p,\I= N denote, respectively, the Iintersecting, the Old and the New parents of v. For any parent configuration Z; let CZo*i* be the precision of the Dirichlet distribution for p (v In;) in P. The precision CZo*p is initially expanded to include the new parent variables N , to give for a particular configuration of 0, I, N a precision (1) where p(N" I 07%) is again obtained using propagation in P. The old parent variables 0 are now contracted out by marginalization to give precisions for Q:
This procedure implicitly assumes that for variables v for which in both models the parent sets coincide, that is, 5 = p,, the precisions are also the same for each parent configuration of ZI in each model (because there is neither expansion nor contraction to perform). Heckerman et al. [7] call this assumption parameter modularzty.
Furthermore, if the estimates of the precision for P are all based on implicit data equivalent to a complete sample of size n, then in the original network we have the identity a0?. = np(O*I*). This property is retained in Q, since While the expansion and contraction heuristic is conceptually appealing and relatively simple to implement, it lacks theoretical justification. Also it preserves the precisions on each variable. While this might seem attractive at first sight, it means that the imprecision associated with p(N* I O*I*) is ignored. Thus in an extreme case, if in P the precision of p(v I z, ' ) is specified precisely, then in Q the probabilities q(v I pv*) will also be specified precisely regardless of the set of parents. The problem of matching priors between models was examined from a different perspective by Heckerman et al. [7] . These authors emphasized a distinction between belief networks, which represent "only assertions of independence and dependence," and causal networks which represent "assertions of cause and effect as well as assertions of independence and dependence." They argued that isomorphic belief networks, that is belief networks having the same conditional independencies, should be "event equivalent," which means that no model should be preferred over any other isomorphic model as being a better model for a given set of data. Assuming local and global independence, parameter modularity and event equivalence, they showed that there is only one equivalent sample size for isomorphic belief networks. In contrast causal networks do not obey event equivalence and so this restriction does not apply, as in the example of Section 7. Causal networks therefor offer greater flexibility in modeling. Thus for example in Fig. 1 , P could model a situation in which an expert has very strong prior knowledge about node A, but weak knowledge about how A influences B; this would be modeled with a high precision for the prior of A and low precisions of the prior of B given A. In this paper an alternative algorithm is proposed for matching hyper-Dirichlet priors across models. We too assume local and global independence, but we do not assume event-equivalence, so that we are concerned in this paper with causal networks in the terminology of [7] . Parameter modularity emerges from this new method as a result, instead of being used as an assumption. Moreover it takes into account the precision on neighboring variables and so in general it will not retain the precision on each variable.
The plan of the paper is as follows. The next section calculates the set of conditional probabilities to be assigned to a model Q such that the resultant joint distribution has the smallest Kullback-Leibler distance (KLD) from the joint distribution of a specified model P. Section 3 proposes an extension of the analysis to find hyperDirichlet priors of the conditional probabilities of Q from a parameterized model P. It is based upon minimizing the expected KLD between the expected posterior distributions of the models, where the expectation is taken over all possible cases which could be observed next. Sections 4 and 5 discuss practical aspects of applying our basic result, (281, and Section 6 extends the analysis to matching priors between chain graphs. Section 7 presents simple numerical examples.
FINDING THE CLOSEST DISTRIBUTION
Suppose that Q is a Bayesian belief network for a finite set of discrete variables V. For simplicity we shall assume that denote the conditional distribution for z, given its parents. ure to a precisely specified distribution of a model P. We Then the joint distribution is given by now look at the problem of matching precisions, in which
(4) we assume global and local independence for both models.
U € V
Thus assume we have a model P with conditional probNow given another distribution p(V), possibly arising from abilities parametrized by Dirichlet distributions. (5) p(z,,ln;) of the conditional distribution p to measure how far apart the two distributions are. Alternatively given p ( V ) we can ask which distribution q(V) satisfying the factorization constraint of (4) 
is closest to p(V).
This is a variational problem in which the set of conditional straint:
given by the mean of the Dirichlet:
probabilities q(v I pU) are each subject to the probability con-
for each parent configuration pv . To solve this constrained variational problem we introduce Lagrange multipliers ApL,
The problem is to parametrize the distribution q(V) of model Q in such a way that it is close to the prior of P in of distance between pviovs. Having constructed a suitable distance measure, then for each configuration p;, of parents optimal sense. This requires constructing a and by varying the ApL we recover (6). Hence multiplying (8) by q(z, Ipf ) and integrating over z, we find a& = P(P$ which, when substituted into (8) yields (9) (10)
Thus the distribution q(V) for a graphical model Q which is closest to a given distribution p(V) is simply that in which the conditional probabilities to be assigned to each q(z, Ipf )
agree with those obtained from p(V). Note that this is an ussumption made in the first step of the expansioncontraction algorithm, but appears here as a simple consequence of minimizing the KLD between the distributions. (This result for the special case in which Q is a tree is given 1. To avoid making the index notation too cumbersome sometimes we shall use the integral sign 1, to denote summation over the set of configurations of A, where A denotes either a single variable or a subset of the variables of V.
parameterizing 9 z, pi, 4 which has expectation ( I +)
A Distance Measure Between Priors
Let Y denote the set of configurations of V, and suppose that some complete case y E Y is observed. This case can be used to update the parameters for model P from which the expectation of the posterior probability, denoted by p,(V), can be calculated [15] . Now if some prior of 9(V) were given then it too could be updated using y to yield an expected posterior probability, denoted qy(V). From these two distributions, the KLD I& qy) could then be calculated. A prior of Q which minimized I(py, qy) would have a good claim to be closest to that of P.
However a single y would not be sufficient to determine all the precisions of Q, because it would define only one parent configuration on each variable. We propose a distance measure based upon the expected KLD, with the expectation taken over all configurations in Y. This seems reasonable, since we do not know in advance which complete case will be observed next. Moreover it suffices to determine precisions for all parent configurations, as we show below.
Thus, let y E Y have a probability T(y) of being observed, (we shall defer further discussion about T until later, for now we assume it is given). For a given prior of q(V), let pY(W and qY(V) denote the expectation of the posterior distributions of models P and Q after updating their parameters with the data y. is:
+:
Combining (15) --
we can rewrite (14) This result should be contrasted to the expansion stage of the expansion-contraction algorithm (cf. (1)). It is especially useful in automatic model searches when new models are generated by adding extra directed edges, perhaps incrementally one edge at a time. For in this case the conditions hold for every node in the new graph, because every new parent of a node v in Q must be a non-descendent of v in P (otherwise Q would not be acyclic). THEOREM 3. If the model P is complete and has precisions which are all based on implicit data equivalent to a complete sample of size n, then the same is also true for the precisions of the alternative model Q.
PROOF. The conditions on P are equivalent to expressing the prior precisions in terms a set of "counts" with a 
0
%
We may interpret Theorem 3 by observing that because P is complete there is one node, v say, which h a all of the other nodes y = V -v as parents, so that the count n (,,v,, in the equivalent database for the configuration (U*, is given by the precision associated with p(v" I v'"). Further, the set of precisions on v uniquely defines the precisions on the other nodes, the latter simply obtained as appropriate marginal counts of the precisions n(v*, for U. Indeed the precisions on D uniquely define the precisions on the underlying complete undirected graph, which in turn defines the precisions on any other complete directed graph in those variables. Hence if Q is not complete, for each node v there exists a complete graph for which v has the same parents and so by Theorem1 a precision of n may be assigned to that node. Note that similar arguments were employed in [7] .
Although the completeness condition on P in Theorem 3 is a highly restrictive for applications, the preceding argument can be adapted to prove the following theorem which relates priors between two isomorphic graphical models. implicit data equivalent to a complete sample of size n, then the same is also true for the precisions of a n y alternative isomorphic model Q. Before proving this theorem we show how an alternative isomorphic model is able to represent the same distribution. We say that two graphs are independent equivalent (i.e., isomorphic) if they have the same set of conditional independence relations. Thus for example vul t o2 and vl + v2 are independent equivalent, and neither is equivalent to the disjoint graph vl 4 v2. Now suppose a node v has at least two parents, U and w say, and that u is not connected to w. An arc-reversal of an edge of P is the operation which reverses the directionality of a single edge, and if the end nodes of such an edge were to have the same parent sets if the edge were removed, then such an arc-reversal is called covered. Now consider a model P and another model Q obtained from P by a covered arc reversal; let x t y denote in P the covered arc, which in Q is thus given by x + y, and let zy denote the parents of y in P. Then we have:
p i x l n y ) p ( y Iny, x) as factors in Q.
(33)
It follows from (33) and the recursive factorization of the joint probabilities that the two models can represent the same probability distribution-they merely express different possible factorizations. Note that (33) shows that the covered arc could be replaced by an undirected edge, so that one can obtain a chain graph which can also represent the same distribution. (The conditional probability associated with the chain component (x, y) is given by p(x, y I 5) to which can be associated a Dirichlet prior. By dropping directionality on some well defined maximal subset of the covered arcs one arrives at the essential graph; these graphs uniquely characterize the Markov-equivalence classes of acyclic graphs on a given set of vertices [l] . See also Section 6 for some further discussion of chain graphs.) Heckerman and Geiger [6] call this ability of different graphical structures to represent the same family of probability densities dzstribution equivalence.
Now if P has a prior which is equivalent to a sample n of complete cases, and Q differs from P by a single covered arc reversal, then the same overall precision 12 solves the minimization problem for Q. This follows because the precisions in the prior for p(y I 5, x) in Q are defined uniquely by the precisions for p(x Iny, y) in P (by simply rearranging them in analogy with Theorem 3). Hence by assigning such a prior to Q both the prior expectations can be made to match exactly, and for any complete case the posterior expectations also match, hence the expectation (13) over all possible complete cases vanishes. Now the KLD between two distributions is non-negative, hence it follows that this assignment of priors solves our minimization problem (281, and thus we have the result: 
ists an ordered sequence of isomorphic graphs (G 0 so that all terms in (28) will be zero or negative, and hence G', G~, ..., G k Q ) such that ~1 -l and differ by a single their sum too. Furthermore, the left hand side of (28) has covered arc-reversal for each i = 1, ..., k.
To each n-"dl G' we Will associate a Prior d(v, with prior expectation g'(V) and posterior expectationg:,(V). We will show that we can give equivalent simple poles at negative values given by p = -p(v, lp;) for each v,. could be shown that when p = 0 the left hand side of (28) r=l 
" g:(v) -+ gi(V), we find (34) reduces to " Despite appearances, this term need not always be positive, an example is given in the Appendix. However if the conjecture of a unique positive solution is correct then numerical methods such as the simple bisection method can be used to find it.
(35)
; "
Similarly we can match G to G using an overall precision n, and then match G to G etc. This process successively reduces the number of terms in (35) until we finally match G"' to G = Q using an overall precision n, leading to a value of 0 for the expected posterior Kullback-Leibler distance between P and Q. 0 2 3 k
Existence of Solution
When the conditions of the theorems are not met, then in general there will not be an analytical closed form solution, so one must resort to numerical methods. Now for large values of p we have P;
CALCULATING THE PRECISIONS
If the conditions of the theorems do not apply to a particular problem, then one is faced with the task of calculating the precisions for those variables in which the parent sets of the two models disagree. (Typically this would be only one or a few variables but this need not always be true.) Consider again the equation to be solved:
We assume that in P the parents n, of variable ZI are not the same as the parents pv in Q, that Theorem 2 does not apply, and that a choice of T has been made. We showed above that in principle this can be solved by the bisection method. Now this equation sums over all configurations of the variables w= V\p, U v, requiring for each such configuration the calculation of (The calculation of the p(ui (G) is assumed to be feasible by propagation in model E'.) Each term could be calculated by propagation, but in general the sheer number of them for large networks makes this an impractical proposition. Fortunately this problem can be overcome, or at least mitigated. 
with f ranging over configurations of . TIC, , \ v U p, .
For some applications this simplification might not be sufficient to enable the computation of precisions on one or more variables, so that some approximations will need to be considered. We give two suggestions here. For any given parent configuration p; and some integer K one can, by a sequence of propagations, find the top K most likely configurations [lo] . Thus one possibility would be to truncate the summation to just these most likely configurations. Alternatively one could replace the sum over all configurations with a sum over a randomly chosen sample.
THE CHOICE OF T(v)
We must now address the problem of what distribution to use for T(y), defined as the probability of event y occurring. Now implicit in the framework of using hyper-Dirichlet priors to specify imprecise probability distributions is the assumption that we do not know the data distribution T, but we wish to learn about it from some database of cases by Bayesian updating. If we knew it we would not try to learn about it. Hence to use (27) in applications, some choice must be made for T(V), in the absence of knowing the true distribution. Two natural possibilities to consider are
1) T(V) = p(W, and 2) T(VI = q(V).
There is no unique correct choice. If one is confident that model P is a good model, but it is too hard to work with, then one might wish to simplify P by making approximations to a more tractable model Q to work with. In that case T(V) = p ( V ) would be the choice to make. Alternatively one might consider model Q to be a genuine contender as an alternative model to P; in this case one should perhaps take its predictions seriously and thus use T(V) = q(V). Other scenarios could lead to another choices, for example a uniform distribution.
EXTENSION TO CHAIN GRAPHS
The results above assume that the Bayesian networks are directed acyclic graphs. Here we indicate the extension of the results to chain graphs.
Suppose P is a Bayesian network having a chain graphical structure. This means that there are both directed and undirected links in the graph connecting the variables [51, [81, [161. If the directed edges are removed the connected components are called the chains-they consist of one or more variables with each variable belonging to one and only one chain component. Denote the set of chain components by C, with a typical member e. The factorization of the joint probability p ( X ) is now expressed in terms of the chain components: ctc where nc is the union of the parent sets of the variables in c.
If an alternative model Q has a chain graphical structure with chain components Z the factorization is expressed by
O d
We assume that P has a hyper-Dirichlet prior, which obeys the factorization of p(V) in expectation, and we assume that with the prior we seek for Q each parent con- this extra structure appears to lead to an intractable analysis. However we point out that the model P need not share this restriction.) One can now proceed in complete analogy with the directed acyclic graph derivation. We obtain the generalization of (10): 7rg 10 7 r i 11 for matching the expectations of the probabilities. The arguments leading from (13) to (28) can then be repeated verbatim, substituting v by o, to yield the generalization of (28) for matching between chain graphs:
Theorems 1 and 2 also apply to chain graphs, with v replaced by 0, but only for those chain components in Q which are also chain components in P. The theorems fail at (29) if undirected edges have been added or removed from a chain component. Clearly Theorem 3 also holds.
Theorems 4 and 5 also hold if one replaces the notion of a covered arc-reversal with that of a 'covered arcmutation' which permits covered arcs as already defined to reverse, add or drop directionality, instead of simply reversing directionality.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
We illustrate the precision matching criterion with a small numerical example. Our fully specified model P is taken to have two binary random variables A and B with A the parent of B. Three alternative model structures are compared, illustrated in Fig. 1 .
For P the prior counts are given in Table 1A . Table 1B gives the precisions for each model, based upon the use of each choice of T which also includes a uniform distribution choice, together with the corresponding precisions from the expansion-contraction heuristic. (The expansion-contraction heuristic was developed for directed acyclic graphs and does not easily extend to chain-graphs, except in certain special cases, hence there is no comparison to the chain For both models QR and Qc the prior expectation of the joint distribution is the same as for P, hence the identity of the second and third columns for these two models. For the independence graph QI this is not true. Note the identical precisions pA for each method in Qc this is because for variable A the parent set has not altered, hence Theorem 1 applies. Table 2A and Table 2B show similar results for a different starting set of counts for P, with a high precision for D, [h,h] . The results are similar to the previous set of tables.
Note in particular the suppression of precision associated with pB and pAB as compared with the expansioncontraction algorithm. The results for QR are particularly graph Qc.) Finally, Table 3 shows four further examples of matched priors. Bold numbers represent the original prior, (whose expectation also defined the distribution T), the remaining numbers in each column are the matched priors. Thus in column (i) the model P is fixed, the remaining entries in the column give the matched priors for the models Qx, QI, and Qa respectively. The result for Qx was used as the starting prior in example (ii); note that the resulting values for P do not agree with those in column (i) showing that the matching process is not necessarily invertible. For example (iii) QI is fixed; the values obtained for P and Qx show Theorem 2 in action. Also note that the precision on QI on each node is 16, but because QI is not complete, and also because it is not isomorphic to any of the other three graphs, the latter do not have to have an overall precision of 16 (and indeed none of them do). In contrast in the last example, column (iv), Qc is fixed with an overall precision again of 16, and the resulting priors for the other models are just the marginal counts, as would be expected intuitively and confirmed by Theorems 3-5. 
SUMMARY
We have presented a method for matching hyper-Dirichlet priors of conditional distributions for Bayesian belief networks of discrete variables, where the parameters for one model P are given, but only the structure of the alternative model Q is given. The method extends to the case where an expectation for the prior distribution for Q is given and one wishes to find precisions to associate to them; they can be obtained by minimizing the expected posterior KLD, that is solving for (27) .
The method gives theoretical justification to a number of assumptions currently made. It also avoids the problem of over-precision arising with the expansion-contraction algorithm. Furthermore it generalizes with the restrictions discussed to matching priors between chain graphs, and is not restricted in scope to the class of directed acyclic graphs. Where the prior precision of the model P is equivalent to a complete-database of cases we obtain useful results consistent with those obtained in 171.
APPENDIX: A BAYESIAN LEARNING PARADOX
Consider again (37).
(40)
We show by example that this can be negative. Let P be given by Fig. 1 , with prior and expectation given in Table Al. Table A2 .
TABLE A2
From this table it is straightforward to find the expected posterior marginal on B, given by (pu,h(h),pn,h(~))=(0.751111, 0.248889).
Thus we obtain the seemingly paradoxical result that the expected marginal probability of b has decreased, even though we have observed a case y = (a, b) , and the expectations p(a) and p(b I a) have both increased, as they should.
